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Frankfurt business incubator [MAINRAUM] offers 17 
small offices and a co-working space at reasonable prices 
to creative entrepreneurs. The project caters startups and 
entrepreneurs in the creative industry sectors of Games, 
Digital Media (e.g. Music, Film) and Design.

The public project [MAINRAUM] is managed by 
Frankfurt Economic Development GmbH, which is owned 
by the City of Frankfurt. In spring 2010, [MAINRAUM] started 
operations to offer affordable and small office space to the 
growing sector of creative industries. Due to the mixture of 
different creative entrepreneurs and their know how, clients 
can expect all kinds of creative services and support e.g. in 
digital media and communication, advertising, film or de-
sign.

With the collaboration of an advisory board for the 
creative industries, the project provides information for the 
startups and entrepreneurs which rent at [MAINRAUM]. 
In addition to these services, frequent lectures and net-
working events  offer expert advice to take startups to the 
next level. All those events are free of charge to enhance the 
networking within creative industries

[MAINRAUM]
mainraum-gründerhaus.de
Frankfurt Economic Development GmbH
frankfurt-business.net



Frankfurt offers outstanding features as a business 
location for companies of any size. The city is the economic 
and geographical center of the FrankfurtRheinMain region. 
With its approx. 60,000 companies, Frankfurt generates 
about a quarter of the GIP of the State of Hessen. At 650,000 
jobs, it is also the region‘s major job generator. Frankfurt‘s 
strong international alignment fosters a top-quality work-
force potential, which is complemented by international 
and company-associated educational facilities. 

 About 700,000 people live in the city that is known 
as the city of short distances, which makes it very popular 
with people navigating the city.  Thanks to its excellent infra-
structure, Frankfurt is easy to reach and very well connect-
ed. All European and international markets can be reached 
in next to no time. Frankfurt Airport and the well-developed 
interstate and railway networks make Frankfurt one of the 
major traffic hubs in Europe. And as a digital hub, Frankfurt 
is among the key data traffic nodes worldwide. 

Frankfurt has achieved dynamics, stability and crisis 
resistance mainly thanks to the great diversity of the resident 
companies. Though the city is most famous as a financial 

hub, Frankfurt is also home to many key target industries, 
such as the creative industries, IT and telecommunications, 
biotechnology and life science, logistics and industrial pro-
duction. Quick and direct market access is guaranteed by 
local institutions and educational facilities.

Frankfurt boasts superlatives across the entire media 
and creative industries. However, the decisive factor is that 
Frankfurt as a media center with its business structure covers 
the entire value chain of the media industry. The enterprises 
operating here benefit from the excellent infrastructure, 
the central location and the city‘s cosmopolitan character. 
Cross-industry networks and communication platforms of-
fer support in the search for partners and customers. Many 
training opportunities, universities and academies feed a 
large pool of highly motivated and qualified staffers. This 
atmosphere also has a positive effect on the diversity of the 
cultural offerings in Frankfurt.

Make use of it – please contact us!

Why Frankfurt?



Why to choose [MAINRAUM]

Key features of
Frankfurt’s business incubator [MAINRAUM]:

- Central and urban location
- Open for creative industries
- Good public transport
- Offices from 10-28 square meters
- 3 free meeting rooms
- Lounge, Kitchen, Balcony included

Please feel free to contact us!

Florian Leiß
 Project Manager, Center of Creative Industries
 +49-69-212 34029
 florian.leiss@frankfurt-business.net

Manuela Schiffner
 Director, Center of Creative Industries
 +49-69-212 36213
 manuela.schiffner@frankfurt-business.net

www.mainraum-gruenderhaus.de

A project by Frankfurt Economic Development GmbH, 
funded by EFRE (European Regional Development Fund).


